Protocol Builder 3.0
Streamline the IRB application process

Save time and effort throughout the process
Protocol Builder provides IRBs and HRPP groups with the tool to streamline different aspects of the IRB application process:

Pre-application
- Reduce writing support costs
- Eliminate email exchanges
- Data capture within protocol writing context

Application
- Reduce double entry
- Improve IRB application quality
- 100% protocol completeness

Submission and Review
- Links to specific protocol sections
- Accurate Summary of Changes
- Seamless access to editing or commenting on protocol

Improve protocol completeness and quality
Protocol Builder is an easy-to-use protocol-writing tool that improves the quality and completeness of protocols*:
- Step-by-step protocol writing
- Section regulatory guidance and sample text
- Protocol and section completeness trackers

* Ascension Health Proof of Concept Study, March 2018
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Customize to fit your process

Protocol Builder can be customized to fit your process and unique systems configuration:

Data Capture and Data Integration
- API Integration with IRB systems
- Data capture of standard fields within Protocol Builder (while writing the protocol)

Administrative Features
- Easy access to protocols with pre-load of IRB staff and reviewers
- Enforcement of protocol template utilization
- Template customization
- Protocol reporting

Content
- Template guidance customization
- Resource Center customization
- Template selection wizard

Support new investigators and residents

Protocol Builder created the Resident and New Investigator Program to offer additional training resources for institutions that want to use Protocol Builder for their ACGME scholarly activity requirements. This program includes:

- Additional training resources: live webinar on Observational Research Design and CITI Research Design Course*
- Chart Review protocol template
- Mentoring and collaboration tools

Used by leaders, backed by an industry leader

Protocol Builder has subscribed 35 of the country’s leading academic medical centers and hospital systems and counts with over 5,500 users.

Protocol Builder is powered by BRANY (the Biomedical Research Alliance of New York), a leader in providing hospitals and medical schools IRB and clinical research support services.